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Introduction

This report summarizes the legal basis for renewable energy certificates (RECs) and the extent to which RECs have been integrated into and upheld by the U.S. legal system. A REC is a tradeable certificate representing the holder’s legally recognized property right in the environmental attributes associated with the generation of one-megawatt hour of electricity by a renewable resource. Each REC is a unique certificate that may be traded independently from the underlying electricity, and each REC can be retired by or on behalf of its owner in order to claim usage of the renewable generation represented by the REC. RECs are not controlled by any one organization or group of organizations, and neither are they instruments of recognition or donation. Rather, RECs are a necessary part of the machinery of U.S. electricity markets, used to demonstrate renewable electricity purchasing, delivery, and use.

RECs are used in two types of markets in the U.S. “Voluntary” markets primarily serve the demand of corporate, institutional, and individual purchasers who wish to purchase renewable energy to meet a variety of environmental and economic goals. “Compliance” or “mandatory” markets are created by law, most often by a state renewable portfolio standard (RPS), that typically require that a certain percentage of electricity sold to consumers is supplied with renewable resources.

State Law

State law underpins the legal basis of RECs transacted in both markets. While RECs throughout the U.S. represent the environmental attributes of renewable electricity generation, state laws vary with respect to the precise definition of RECs. State statutes and regulations differ with respect to defining the environmental attributes that are represented by a REC. The “environmental attributes” recognized by a particular state may include any combination of the following: the renewable energy source, the geographic location of the facility, the avoidance of emissions and/or local pollution associated with the generation of renewable power, the facility’s contributions to workforce development, as well as many other environmental, economic, and social benefits. State laws and regulations also vary with respect to regulatory compliance eligibility. Many states only recognize RECs generated within the state or its regional tracking system for the purposes of RPS compliance, while some impose little to no geographic restrictions. Others will recognize out-of-state RECs but provide incentives or multipliers on the value of the REC to encourage in-state renewable energy generation. States may also establish multiple categories of RECs, some of which provide additional incentives for the procurement of RECs from particularly desirable renewable sources.

While these variations exist, the core mechanics of how RECs function are remarkably consistent. As shown in this report, the significant majority of states, multiple governmental entities at different levels, regional transmission electricity authorities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), trade associations, and market participants have recognized that RECs represent the renewable, environmental and/or social
attributes of renewable electricity generation to the owner, along with the legal right to claim usage of that renewable electricity. These entities recognize further that without RECs such a claim could not otherwise be substantiated by utilities and electric service providers meeting compliance market requirements or by other entities and individuals meeting voluntary emissions targets.

- Thirty-eight (38) U.S. states and territories recognize or have recognized that RECs can be used to track and transact the environmental attributes of renewable electricity injected on the grid and that RECs can be used to demonstrate compliance of regulated entities with RPS or similar laws requiring provision of renewable electricity to grid customers, or participation in voluntary state programs for provision of renewable electricity to grid customers.¹⁰
- Twenty-four (24) U.S. states and territories explicitly recognize RECs as representing “attributes” of generation (or similar);¹¹ twenty-two (22) recognize them as mechanisms for “tracking” or “trading” (or equivalent) electricity or attributes;¹² eighteen (18) describe them as representing electricity or energy “generation” (or equivalent);¹³ four (4) recognize them as “proof of generation,” or equivalent;¹⁴ and five (5) explicitly identify RECs as “property.”¹⁵

In a transactional context, RECs can be sold either separately from the electricity they are associated with (often referred to as “unbundled” RECs) or with the electricity they are associated with (often referred to as “bundled” renewable energy). To effectuate this transactional structure, RECs are inventions of state RPS and property laws whereby the renewable energy generation attributes are always distinct or “unbundled” from the electricity itself and can be transacted together with electricity from the same source, transacted with electricity from a different source, or sold separately and paired to electricity procured though a separate transaction, at the wholesale or retail level and by electricity providers or customers. As such, states set eligibility requirements to focus on various attributes which they deem to be especially relevant.¹⁶ For example, according to the State of Iowa:

Because of the laws of physics that govern operation of the electric transmission system, it is impossible to ensure that electricity produced by a particular renewable source is specifically and exclusively directed, in a physical sense, to the purchasing entity. An accounting system that verifies compliance must therefore rely on an agreed-upon abstract medium of exchange similar to the way the financial markets rely on money to represent value. In the renewable energy area, Tradable Renewable Certificates (TRCs) have been developed as a medium of exchange representing the renewable attributes of renewable energy. TRCs can be used to show compliance with energy-based RPS mandates.¹⁷

According to the State of New York, which began developing its certificate-based tracking system—NYGATS—in 2012:
Unbundling [energy from its environmental attributes] allows NYSERDA, as the RPS Program's central procurement administrator, to acquire environmental attributes from generators instead of the rights that prevent generators from selling or transferring their environmental attributes to others. Increased control of the attributes can provide more assurance that double counting of attributes is avoided. If a certificate-based tracking system is developed, then the title to the environmental attributes could be in the form of renewable energy certificates (RECs), which would be easily transferred to NYSERDA as proof of its acquisition of renewable attributes. Thus, unbundling of attributes has the potential of strengthening significantly the market for renewable energy and opportunities for achieving the objectives of the RPS Program.\(^\text{18}\)

### Tracking Systems

Renewable energy tracking and certificate-issuing entities cover the whole of the lower 48 states and multiple provinces in Canada. These tracking systems include the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), Michigan Renewable Energy Certification System (MIRECS), Midwest Renewable Energy Tracking System (M-RETS), North American Renewables Registry (NAR), North Carolina Renewable Energy Tracking System (NC-RETS), New England Power Pool Generation Information System (NEPOOL-GIS), Nevada Tracks Renewable Energy Credits (NVTREC), New York Generation Attribute Tracking System (NYGATS), PJM EIS's Generation Attribute Tracking System (PJM-GATS), and the Western Renewable Energy Generation Information System (WREGIS). With the exception of the North American Renewables Registry (NAR), all of the tracking system entities were established with the support of U.S. states, which have designated specific tracking systems to be used for issuing and tracking certificates and verifying compliance with state policies or programs.

- Seven (7) of these regional tracking systems define their certificates explicitly as “attributes” of renewable generation.\(^\text{19}\) ERCOT requires that RECs must be associated with physically metered renewable energy and verified within the State of Texas. PJM-GATS and the NYGATS tracking systems have “generation attribute” as a part of the name of the entity—Generation Attribute Tracking System.
- All define their instruments as the mechanisms for “tracking” or “trading” (or equivalent) attributes or proof of generation for the purposes of compliance with state programs and/or voluntary programs.\(^\text{20}\)

### Federal Law

While there is no single federal REC definition, several federal regulatory agencies have defined, characterized, and recognized RECs. According to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC), a REC “represents a property right in the technological and environmental attributes of renewable energy.”\(^\text{21}\) The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has defined a REC as “a tradeable, market-based instrument that represents the legal property rights to the ‘renewable-ness’—or non-power (i.e., environmental) attributes—of renewable electricity generation.”

The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) has clarified that RECs are a “nonfinancial commodity,” meaning one that “can be physically delivered.” As such, it is an “exempt commodity.” According to the CFTC:

> The CFTC understands that market participants often engage in environmental commodity transactions in order to transfer ownership of the environmental commodity (and not solely price risk), so that the buyer can consume the commodity in order to comply with the terms of mandatory or voluntary environmental programs. Those two features—ownership transfer and consumption—distinguish such environmental commodity transactions from other types of intangible commodity transactions that cannot be delivered, such as temperatures and interest rates. The ownership transfer and consumption features render such environmental commodity transactions similar to tangible commodity transactions that clearly can be delivered, such as wheat and gold. [...] For the foregoing reasons, environmental commodities can be nonfinancial commodities that can be delivered through electronic settlement or contractual attestation. Therefore, an agreement, contract or transaction in an environmental commodity may qualify for the forward exclusion from the swap definition if the transaction is intended to be physically settled.

The U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has also recognized that RECs can be “unbundled” and traded separately from the energy and capacity associated with the generation. In a later hearing, FERC concluded that unbundled REC transactions fall outside of FERC’s jurisdictional authority and instead are under the exclusive jurisdiction of the states, holding that RECs are “state-created and state-issued instruments certifying that electric energy was generated pursuant to certain [state] requirements and standards.”

On Oct 1, 2003, FERC issued an order declaring that avoided cost contracts entered into pursuant to PURPA, absent express provisions to the contrary, do not inherently convey to the purchasing utility any RECs. Rather, the power purchase price that the utility pays under such a contract compensates a generation facility only for the energy and capacity produced by that facility and not for any environmental attributes associated with the facility. FERC later reaffirmed this order by denying a request for rehearing in 2004:

> [Those seeking a rehearing] oppose having this Commission rule that contracts for the sale of QF [Qualifying Facility] capacity and energy entered into pursuant to PURPA convey only the capacity and energy, and do not convey RECs, to the purchasing utility (absent express provision in the contracts to the contrary). We disagree.
If avoided cost rates are not intended to compensate a QF for more than capacity and energy, it follows that other attributes associated with the facilities are separate from, and may be sold separately from, the capacity and energy. Indeed, states in creating RECs that are unbundled and tradeable have recognized this. The very fact that RECs may be unbundled and may be traded under State law indicates that the environmental attributes do not inherently convey pursuant to an avoided cost contract to the purchasing utility.31

We note that cogeneration facilities, to receive QF status, are required to produce both electricity and useful thermal output. [...] The thermal output that is a pre-requisite to a cogeneration facility’s achieving QF status is saleable separately from the capacity and energy of the cogeneration facility. [...] If the thermal output of a cogeneration QF is separately saleable, the renewable attributes of a small power production QF are similarly separate.32

The U.S. EPA recognizes unbundled RECs as well:

Retail renewable energy certificates (RECs) are sold, delivered, or purchased separately from electricity (commonly referred to as “unbundled”). They represent proof of renewable electricity delivered to the grid and represent the environmental effect or energy attributes of that renewable electricity. RECs are a marketable commodity that are in demand with electric utilities and large and small electricity consumers (e.g., residential, commercial, and industrial) [...]33

Caselaw Addressing RECs

Federal courts, state utility commissions, and state courts have broadly recognized that RECs are part of the compliance regime for state RPS programs. Various challenges have been brought to state RPS programs and similar requirements over the years, frequently citing violations of Commerce Clause violations on the theory that regulated entities, such as utilities, obtain an increasing proportion of their electricity from renewable sources, which can be accomplished through RECs, which have been nearly uniformly dismissed.34

For example, in 2017, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals upheld Connecticut’s REC program that gave preference to RECs generated in the control territory of its regional independent system operator, ISO-NE or an adjacent territory over RECs generated elsewhere, stating:
RECs are inventions of state property law whereby the renewable energy attributes are ‘unbundled’ from the energy itself and sold separately. As such, different states define RECs differently, focusing on various attributes which they deem to be especially relevant.\(^3\)

State courts have recognized the general purpose and intent of RECs. For example, the Superior Court of New Jersey has recognized that “One Renewable Energy Certificate represents the environmental benefits or attributes of one megawatt-hour of generated renewable energy,” and RECs are considered “property.”\(^4\)

The Connecticut Supreme Court has recognized that:

The certificates verify that specified units of electricity have been generated using renewable fuel or have been produced with low emissions and, pursuant to state law, can be purchased to satisfy the state renewable energy requirements. See General Statutes § 16-245a (b). Thus, the certificates effectively “unbundled” the renewable energy attribute of the electric product from the generic energy component for accounting purposes and allowed them to be traded separately.\(^5\)

The United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit has recognized that:

Generally speaking, RECs are inventions of state property law whereby the renewable energy attributes are “unbundled” from the energy itself and sold separately. The credits can be purchased by companies and individuals to offset use of energy generated from traditional fossil fuel resources or by government agencies to satisfy certain requirements that these agencies purchase a certain percentage of their energy from renewable sources.\(^6\)

The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA), the body that resolves contract disputes between government contractors and the U.S. Military, also agrees that RECs, “are personal property, given their exclusive nature and transferability,” and on this basis denied an appeal in August of 2013 to a delivery order that characterized RECs as “energy savings.”\(^7\) The Board found that RECs are not simply financial incentives offered by New Jersey relating to the generation of renewable energy that constitute energy savings. Rather, “[solar RECs or] SRECs simply reflect the clean, renewable aspect of electricity produced by a solar facility.”\(^8\) It found that although the electricity produced by a solar array reduces the amount of energy the owner must purchase, and though RECs may generate revenue that could be used to pay energy costs, the certificates themselves do not reduce those energy costs.\(^9\) Furthermore, the ASBCA found that even were the definition of energy savings to be expanded to include the sale of excess electricity generated by solar facilities, “SRECs are not electrical energy. They are marketable certificates,
representing the clean, renewable nature of a solar facility's electrical production that has been severed from the electricity for the very purpose of being sold separately.”42

**Voluntary Usage of RECs**

The ability of RECs to demonstrate the voluntary usage of renewable electricity and the attributes of its production is recognized by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), U.S. EPA, the U.S. DOE, the U.S. FTC, The Climate Registry, the CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project), and Center for Resource Solutions (CRS) among others.

- Under federal law, the U.S. DOD is permitted to purchase RECs to meet its renewable energy procurement goals, and the Secretary of Defense is statutorily required to establish and maintain a “policy to maximize savings” for the purchase of RECs.43
- The U.S. EPA has recognized RECs as “market-based instrument[s] that represent the property rights to the environmental, social, and other non-power attributes of renewable electricity generation”44 which “provide an essential accounting and tracking function in renewable energy and green power claims.”45 The EPA has identified RECs as the “only mechanism available” to both demonstrate (1) compliance with state RPS, and (2) voluntary renewable energy use that is “incremental” to state RPS requirements.46
- The White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines a REC as “the technology and environmental (non-energy) attributes that represent proof that 1 [MWh] of electricity was generated from an eligible renewable energy resource” and affirms that a REC “can be sold separately from the underlying generic electricity with which it is associated.”47 RECs, as a type of Energy Attribute Certificate (EAC) for renewable resources, are required for all renewable energy purchasing by federal agencies in the 2022 Implementing Instructions for Executive Order 14057.48
- The Environmental Markets Association (EMA) recognizes RECs as “the property rights to the environmental benefits from generating electricity from renewable energy sources” that “can be sold and traded and the owner of the REC can legally claim to have purchased renewable energy.”49
- The American Bar Association (ABA) has recognized that “parties can create a record of the verification and disposition of the environmental attributes of the REC that can travel with further downstream transactions in the particular REC.”50
- According to the U.S. FTC, “if a marketer generates renewable electricity but sells renewable energy certificates for all of that electricity, it would be deceptive for the marketer to represent, directly or by implication that it uses renewable energy.”51 To date, the FTC has not brought an enforcement action for a claim related to the use of renewable energy, despite petitions for investigation.52
- The U.S. CFTC recognized that “market participants often engage in environmental commodity transactions in order to transfer ownership of the environmental commodity (and not solely price
risk), so that the buyer can consume the commodity in order to comply with the terms of mandatory or voluntary environmental programs.”

- The legitimacy of voluntary renewable energy usage and ownership claims through RECs was recognized by the California Energy Commission in 2010, when they ruled that a claim against RECs by a utility after the RECs had already been claimed by voluntary purchasers is not allowed as it would lead to a double-recovery.

According to the U.S. FTC:

Once renewable electricity is introduced into the grid, it is physically indistinguishable from electricity generated from conventional sources. Accordingly, consumers cannot determine the source of the electricity flowing into their homes and businesses. However, because electricity transactions can be tracked, entities can “buy” renewable power by purchasing power bundled with RECs. Under the REC system, a renewable electricity generator splits its output into two components: (1) the electricity itself (i.e., "null" electricity); and (2) certificates representing the renewable attributes of that electricity. Generators that produce renewable electricity sell their electricity at market prices for conventionally produced power and then sell the renewable attributes of that electricity through separate certificates. Organizations purchase these RECs to characterize all or a portion of their electricity usage as "renewable" by matching the certificates with the conventionally-produced electricity they normally purchase. By allowing these certificates to be sold separately and not requiring the renewable attribute to remain attached to the generated electricity, the REC approach provides flexibility and efficiency for the renewable electricity market.

And further:

[T]he operation of the renewable energy market relies heavily on the expectation of all market participants that these certificates have not been counted or claimed twice (i.e., double counted). Such double-counting can occur, for instance, through [...] renewable energy claims made by a company that already sold the RECs for its renewable generation. [...] Such double counting, in turn, not only risks deceiving consumers but also threatens the integrity of the entire REC market. By selling RECs, a company has transferred its right to characterize its electricity as renewable. [...] In addressing these issues in the Green Guides, the Commission [...] did warn that power providers that sell null electricity to their customers, but sell RECs based on that electricity to another party, should keep in mind that their customers may mistakenly believe the electricity they purchase is renewable, when legally it is not. Accordingly, it advised such
generators to exercise caution and qualify claims about their generation by disclosing that their electricity is not renewable.\textsuperscript{57}

Certification through the Green-e\textsuperscript{®} Energy program along with the same tracking systems that are used for state compliance programs (and/or verification of contracts with the original generator) are used in the U.S. voluntary renewable energy market to provide equivalent assurances related to ownership, full aggregation,\textsuperscript{58} and avoidance of double counting to voluntary buyers. Nine (9) tracking systems in North America have protocols in place to prevent double counting of RECs.\textsuperscript{59}

**RECs in a Transactional Context**

RECs have also been fully integrated into many of the most commonly used transactional frameworks for electricity more generally, as well as for renewable energy and environmental attributes in particular, demonstrating their widespread acceptance in the market, including those transactional frameworks and standards maintained by the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), WSPP Inc., the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) and the Solar Energy Industry Association (SEIA), and the product offerings of various brokers.

EEI represents U.S. investor-owned electric companies and has worked to develop Master Power Purchase and Sale Agreements. The EEI Master Agreement is widely used by buyers and sellers trading in repeatable, energy and energy-related commodities. In 2010, EEI promulgated an optional RECs Annex (EEI RECs Annex) developed by a working group of members from the Renewable Energy Resources Committee and the Special Committee on Energy and Environmental Finance of the American Bar Association’s Section of Environment, Energy and Resources, the Environmental Markets Association, and the American Council on Renewable Energy.\textsuperscript{60} The EEI RECs Annex amends, supplements and supersedes the EEIA Master Agreement with respect to the purchase and sale of RECs (REC Transactions).\textsuperscript{61} The EEI RECs Annex amends such provisions as payment and netting to account for REC Transactions, and supplements with new provisions allowing for the delivery, transfer of title, tracking and certification of RECs.\textsuperscript{62} The EEI RECs Annex also supplements the EEI Master Agreement with respect to: further representations, warranties and covenants for REC Transactions; a provision regarding the applicable law for REC Transactions; and additional terms with respect to remedies and the scope of force majeure for REC Transactions.\textsuperscript{63}

WSPP Inc. is an organization of electric wholesale market entities that developed a standardized power sales contract (WSPP Agreement). The current WSPP Agreement includes a Service Schedule R for Renewable Energy Certificate Transactions With and Without Energy,\textsuperscript{64} and is a commonly used standardized power sales contract in the electric industry. As the part of the WSPP Agreement that governs REC transactions, Service Schedule R “states terms and conditions applicable to REC Transactions entered into by Parties under the [WSPP] Agreement,” including as relates to: the definitions of different types of REC products, such as Resource Contingent Bundled RECs and Facility As-Run RECs; delivery and
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The International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) has “over 1,000 member institutions from 79 countries,” including “corporations, investment managers, government and supranational entities, insurance companies, energy and commodities firms, international and regional banks, [...] exchanges, intermediaries, clearing houses [...] repositories[...] law firms, accounting firms and other service providers” and has developed a standard contract for over-the-counter derivatives transactions (ISDA Master Agreement); the ISDA US REC Annex provides terms for governing REC transactions under the ISDA Master Agreement, including as relates to: obligations and deliveries; remedies for failure to deliver or receive; payment; limitation of liability; taxes; title and risk of loss; and minor modifications to the ISDA Master Agreement, among other relevant topics.66

The Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) endorsed and modified power purchase agreement (PPA) model contracts, including template PPAs for Residential Customers that include RECs in their terms, including as relates to: the ownership of any RECs attributed to the solar panel system installed in the residential customer’s home under the PPA; an obligation for the residential customer to “reasonably cooperate” to allow the provider of the solar panel system or other party to claim the RECs attributed with the residential customer’s use of the solar panel system; and an obligation for the provider of the solar panel system to confirm the availability of any RECs in the amount used to calculate the residential customer’s monthly payments for the solar panel system.67 SEIA’s template PPAs for Commercial & Industrial Customers even has a section on “RECs and Incentives,” which entitles the seller of the electricity under the PPA to benefits and ownership interests in the RECs while obligating the purchaser of the electricity under the PPA to cooperate with the seller in this regard but without requiring them to incur any expenses in connection with such cooperation unless reimbursed by the seller.68

Conclusion

Rooted in state law and recognized within legal and energy regulatory regimes of a majority of states and other jurisdictions, RECs are essential to any renewable electricity usage claim in the U.S. Despite differences between states and voluntary programs in terms of eligibility requirements,69 RECs are heavily used as the primary means of tracking the environmental attributes of grid-connected renewable electricity generation. The evidence is overwhelming that trading a REC in the U.S., whether bundled or unbundled with underlying electricity, effectively transfers ownership rights over all of the attributes of the associated renewable electricity generation to the REC purchaser. RECs therefore allow trading of differentiated electricity products despite the physical inability to identify the exact generating source supplying electricity to an individual customer or facility. RECs have been incorporated into every major standardized form of energy purchasing contract and are a well-understood, routine feature of each and every power purchase agreement respecting any renewable generation source.
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59 Electric Reliability Council of Tex. (ERCOT) Sections 14.10.1 - 14.10.2 include mandatory and voluntary retirement provisions to ensure that RECs being counted for RPS compliance purposes are not also

MIRECS: To ensure that double-counting does not occur, MIRECS requires that all generation projects registered in MIRECS have 100% of their output tracked by MIRECS. Registrants must notify MIRECS if part of the output was at one time registered with another tracking system. MIRECS User Guide § 3.1, https://mirecs.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2018/01/MIRECS-User-Guide.pdf.

Midwest Renewable Energy Tracking Sys. (M-RETS). M-RETS enters cooperative agreements with other tracking systems to ensure that exported RECs are not double counted. (Section 4.6.5) M-RETS has additional policies in place to prevent double counting, including: (1) prohibiting registering entities from changing the reason that RECs are retired outside the 24-hour notice period (Section 4.2.7), and (2) requiring that generators participating in M-RETS report 100% of their generation output in M-RETS (Section 4.3). https://www.mreths.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/M-RETS-Operating-Procedures-9-2021.pdf.

N. Am. Renewables Registry (NAR): To ensure that double counting does not occur, generation projects registered in NAR must have 100% of their output or energy savings, as applicable, tracked by NAR. The NAR administrator should be notified of any prior registration with another tracking system and account holders may be required to provide documentation to prove the asset has been removed from the previous tracking system. §§ 5.1; 5.2. http://apx.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NAR-Operating-Procedures-November-2018.pdf.

N.C. Renewable Energy Tracking Sys. (NC-RETS): Like other registries, NC-RETS prevents double counting by requiring that facilities registering with NC-RETS have 100% of their output tracked by NC-RETs (with the exception of imported RECs). The NC-RETS administrator should be notified of prior registration in another tracking system and may require documentation that facilities have been removed from the previous tracking system (Section 4.1). Facilities must provide annual attestations to continue to earn RECs eligible for renewable portfolio standard compliance, including attesting that RECs from the facility are not being remarketed. (page 35) https://ncrets.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2014/03/NC-RETS-Operating-Procedures.pdf.

New Eng. Power Pool Generation Info. Sys. (NEPOOL-GIS): NEPOOL-GIS has a number of policies in place to prevent double counting of RECs, including: (1) upon retirement of RECs, GIS administrator will provide a mechanism for generators to inform the GIS administrator of which RECs were retired (Section 7); and (2) account holders that sell RECs to third parties must transfer sold RECs to a specific “Reserved Certificate Account” (Rule 3.5) (Operating Rules - https://nepoolgis.com/documents/).

N.Y. Generation Tracking Sys. (NYGATS): NYGATs prevents double counting of imported and exported energy data (Section 8.2.4) and of monthly meter adjustments for past months (Section 8.2.3). Under Section 5.2 of its operating procedures, NYGATS will issue RECs for generators that are not registered with any other certificate tracking system and that are importing energy to the NYGATS control area. https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/NYGATS/Registration-Documents. PJM Interconnection Generation Attribute Tracking Sys. (PJM-GATS): To prevent double counting, generating units participating in PJM-GATS must have 100% of their output tracked in PJM-GATS (Section 6.3.1). Monthly meter adjustments will not be double counted (Section 8.2.3). PJM-GATS prevents double counting of imported and exported RECs through cooperative agreements with the other tracking system involved. (Section 12.5). Generators outside of PJM who create certificates within PJM-GATS must sign an affidavit that its RECs are created only in PJM-GATS. (Section 12.5) https://www.pjm-eis.com/-/media/pjm-eis/documents/gats-operating-rules.ashx.

Western Renewable Energy Generation Information Sys. (WREGIS). To prevent double counting, generators must attest that 100% of their generation output will be reported to and tracked by WREGIS. (Section 5.3). To prevent double counting of certificates registered in multiple tracking systems, (1) WREGIS must expressly authorize simultaneous registration and (2) the other tracking system and WREGIS will decide upon a mutually agreeable process to prevent double counting, which will be set forth in writing and will be binding upon the generating entity. (Section 5.3.5) WREGIS has protocols in place to prevent double counting of RECs transferred to WREGIS from another tracking system. (Section 5.3.6). WREGIS also has authority to use “forced retirements to protect against double-counting if
needed.” (Section 5.3.7).
https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/WREGIS%20Operating%20Rules%20October%202022%20Final.pdf


61 See id.

62 See id. at 7-9.

63 See id. at 10-13.


